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Abstract: ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) is a method to decompose the total variation of the 
observations into sum of variations due to different factors and the residual component. When 
the data are nominal, the usual approach of considering the total variation in response 
variable as measure of dispersion about the mean is not well defined. Light and Margolin 
(1971) proposed CATegorical ANalysis Of VAriance (CATANOVA), to analyze the categorical 
data. Onukogu (1985) extended the CATANOVA method to two-way classified nominal data. 
The components (sums of squares) are, however, not orthogonal. Singh (1996) developed a 
CATANOVA procedure that gives orthogonal sums of squares and defined test statistics and 
their asymptotic null distributions. In order to study which exploratory categories are 
influential factors for the response variable we propose to apply Non-Symmetrical 
Correspondence Analysis (D'Ambra and Lauro, 1989) on significant components. Finally, we 
illustrate the analysis numerically, with a practical example.  
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1. Model 
 
Many authors analyzed categorical data taking their bearings from quantitative 

statistics. Some of this methods require transformation of the data before analysis, others 
(Light and Margolin, 1971; Onokogu, 1985) do not. We start form Onukogu's approach. 

Let A, B, C, be the two explicative variables and the response respectively. Let 
i=1,2,...,I index the categories of C, j=1,2,...,J index the categories of A and k=1,2,...,K 
index the categories of B. Let n the number of units. Denote by N the three-way contingence 

table and by ijkn  the joint frequency. Let ijk
I

ijk nn ∑ 1=. = .  
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Onukogu developed the following linear model for analysis of data from three-way 
contingency table.  

 

( ) ijkikijijkijk nnE γβτμ +++=/ .  (1) 

 

where iμ , ijτ , ikβ  and ijkγ  represent the constant, j-th A effect, k-th B effect and 

their interaction for the i-th response, respectively.  

Under model 2, the null )( 0H  and alternative )( 1H  hypotheses for testing the A 

effect, B effect and their interaction effect are defined as  

0:0,=: 10 ≠ijAijA HH ττ  

0:0,=: 10 ≠ikBikB HH ββ  

and  

0:0,=: 10 ≠ijkAijkA HH γγ  (2) 

 
respectively.  
The purpose of CATANOVA is to obtain Sums of Squares (SS) and tests for these 

hypotheses. 
 

2. Sums of Squares decomposition for categorical data 
 
One of hurdles to be cleared in any analysis of variance concerns the definition and 

computation of Sums of Squares (SS). When the data are nominal, the usual approach of 
considering the total variation in response variable as measure of dispersion about the mean 
is not well defined. One way out is to introduce the analysis of variance in vector notation 
and in terms of projectors. 

Let A, B and C be the binary indicator matrix related to the complete disjunctive 

coding of variables A, B, and C respectively. Let ABZ  be the indicator matrix that represent 

the interaction effect between A and B. The contingence table can be constructed as  
 

AB
T ZCN =  

 (3) 
 

Denote by Jℜ  the subspace generated by the columns of A and ⊥ℜJ  its 

orthocomplement subspace. The projection operators on Jℜ  and ⊥ℜJ  are constructed as  

 

ANA
TT

A PIPAAAAP −⊥− =,)(= 1  (4) 

 
In the same way we define:  
 

BNB
TT

B PIPABBBP −⊥− =,)(= 1  

ABNAB
T
ABAB

T
ABABAB PIPZZZZP −⊥− =,)(= 1  

MNM
T
NN

T
NNM PIP1111P −⊥− =,)(= 1  (5) 
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The Total Sum of Squares (TSS), the Between Sum of Squares (BSS) and the Within 

Sum of Squares (WSS) are constructed as  
 

)(= CPC M
TtrTSS  

))((= CPPC MAB
TtrBSS −  

)(= CPC AB
TtrWSS  (6) 

 
To study the relationship between the response and the explicative variables, Light 

e Margolin defined the following directional measure:  

TSS
BSSR =2  

 (7) 
 
To test if the measure is significant, they proposed:  
 

2
1)1)((

2
0 1)1)((= −−≅−− JKIRInC χ  (8) 

 
If the dependence relationship between the response and the explicative variables 

is significant, we proceed to test the different effects. Onukogu defined the following SS for 
testing different effects:  

 

))((= CPPC MA
T

A trSS −  

))((= CPPC MB
T

B trSS −  

))((= CPPPPC MBAAB
TtrnSSInteractio +−−  (9) 

 

where ASS , BSS  and nSSInteractio  are the sum of squares due to the A  effect, 

B  effect and their interaction effect.  
If there is independence between the explicative variables, TSS can be decomposed 

as  
  
 

WSSnSSInteractioSSSSTSS BA +++=  (10) 

 
For testing main and interaction effects, Onukogu defined the following tests  
 

2
1)(

2 1)1)((= −≅−− J
A

A TSS
SSIn χχ  

2
1)(

2 1)1)((= −≅−− K
B

B TSS
SSIn χχ  

2
1)1)((

2 1)1)((= −−≅−− KJAB TSS
nSSInteractioIn χχ  (11) 
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If there is association between the explicative variables, the previous components 

SS are not orthogonal and the decomposition (10) is not true. So Singh (1996) defined the 
following adjusted SS. 

 

)(= // CPC BA
T

BA trSS  

 

))())(()((= 1 CPIAAPIAAPIC BN
T

BN
T

BN
Ttr −−− −  (12) 

)(= // CPC AB
T

AB trSS  

))())(()((= 1 CPIBBPIBBPIC AN
T

AN
T

AN
Ttr −−− −  (13) 

 

where BASS /  is the adjusted SS due to A  variable effect after eliminating the B  

effect and ABSS /  is the adjusted SS due to B  variable effect after eliminating the A  effect. 

The interaction SS is obtained by subtraction as  
 

BAA SSSSBSSIntSS /= −−  

ABB SSSSBSS /= −−  (14) 

 
As consequence TSS can be decomposed as  
 

WSSIntSSSSSSTSS ABA +++ /=  

 

WSSIntSSSSSS BAB +++ /=  (15) 

 
For testing main and interaction effects, Singh (1996) defined the following tests  
 

2
1)1)((

/
01 1)1)((= −−≅−− JI

BA

TSS
SSInC χ  

2
1)1)((

/
02 1)1)((= −−≅−− KI

AB

TSS
SSInC χ  

2
1)1)(1)((012 1)1)((= −−−≅−− KJITSS

IntSSInC χ  (16) 

 

3. Analysis of significant components 
 
CATANOVA enables us to know if there is significant dependence between 

independent and dependent variables and which exploratory variables are significant to 
explain the response, but which exploratory categories are influential for the response 
variable? 

In order to describe the dependence relationship between independent and 
dependent variables we propose to carry out Non-Symmetrical Correspondence Analysis 
(NSCA). 
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NSCA looks for the orthonormal basis which accounts for the largest part of inertia 
to visualize the dependence structure between the variables in a lower dimensional space. 

This leads us to the extraction of the eigenvalues αλ  and eigenvectors αu  associated to the 

eigen-system  
 

( ) ααα λ uuPPC =1
MAB

T

n
−⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

 (17) 

 
NSCA enables us to measure and visualize the strength of the asymmetrical 

relationship between the dependent and independent categories, to analyze which 
categories are significant for the response, to carry out confidence circles for identifying 
those categories that are not statistically influential in helping to explain the response.  

The focus of this paper is to explore the significant components by NSCA.  

Let us consider the matrix of the A  variable effect after eliminating the B  effect  
 

QDQ

CPIAAPIAAPICS )())(()(= 1
/ BN

T
BN

T

T
BN

T
BA −−−

−

−  (18) 

 

where −D  is a generalized inverse. NSCA leads us to the extraction of the 

eigenvalues αλ  and eigenvectors αu  associated to the eigen-system  

 

ααα λ uQuDQ =−T  (19) 

 
The response and A variable coordinates on α  axis are given by  
 

ααααα ϕλ QuDuψ 1/2== −  (20) 

 
respectively. It is easy to verify that  
 

α
α

αα
α

ααααα λϕϕλϕϕ ∑∑− === TTTT QuDQu  (21) 

 
These coordinates are especially useful for describing the dependence relationship 

between the dependent and independent variables. In particular, A variable coordinates 
close to the origin will infer that their categories do not help predict the response categories. 
Response coordinates close to the origin indicate that very few explanatory categories are 
influential in determining the outcome of those response categories. Similarly coordinates far 
from the origin will highlight that, if they are associated with the explanatory variable, those 
categories are influential factors for the response variable. If a response category lies far 
from the origin then there will be explanatory factors that influence its position.  

To complement the correspondence plots, more formal tests of the influence of 
particular categories may be made by considering the confidence circles for NSCA proposed 

by Beh and D'Ambra (2005) . If one considers only the dependence between the row 
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(predictor) and column (explanatory) variable, the C-statistic can be expressed in terms of the 
predictor coordinates such that  

 

2
1)1)((

2
..

1=1=2
..

1=

0

1

1)1)((= −−≅
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
−

−− ∑∑
∑

JIjj

MJ

j
i

I

i

p
p

InC χϕ α
α

 (22) 

 

where ..ip  and .. jp  are the i-th and j-th marginal proportions so that 

1== ..1=..1= j
J

ji
I

i
pp ∑∑ . Beh and D'Ambra showed that 95 % confidence circles for the j 

explanatory column category represented in a two dimensional non-symmetrical 
correspondence plot has radii length  

 

1)1)((

15.99
=

..

2
..

1=

−−

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
− ∑

Inp

p
r

j

i

I

iJ
j  (23) 

 
Note that (23) depends on the j-th marginal proportion. Thus, for a very small 

classification in the j-th(explanatory) category, the radii length will be relatively large. 
Similarly, for a relatively large classification, the radii length will be relatively small. 

 
4. A numerical example 

 
The data was collected in a enterprize of Local Public transport in Naples. We will 

treat Satisfaction as the response variable and age and profession as the predictor variables. 
The response is measured on a scale ranging from 1 (Low) to 4 (High), the age has five 
categories ( < 18, 19-25, 26-40, 41-65, > 65), also the profession has five categories 
(student, employee, housewife, pensioner, other). The passengers are 400.  

For our table 0.06=2R  which has an associated 0C -statistic of 73.61 (p-value 

=0.001). Therefore we can conclude that the age and profession influence the Passenger 
Satisfaction. To further investigate the source of this asymmetrical relationship, we carry out 
the CATANOVA. 

Table 1 shows the results of decomposition of WSSIntSSSSSSTSS ABA +++ /= . 

 

Table  1. Decomposition of WSSIntSSSSSSTSS ABA +++ /=   

Source   d.f.   SS   Test   p-value   
Age (adjusted)   12  4.857  23.161  0.008  
Profession  4  3.447  16.439  0.001  
Age x Profession  48  7.134  34.016  0.016  
Within  335  235.595    
Total  399  251.035   

 
Table 2 shows the results of decomposition of WSSIntSSSSSSTSS BAB +++ /= . 
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Table 2. Decomposition of WSSIntSSSSSSTSS BAB +++ /=   

Source   d.f.   SS   Test   p-value   
Profession (adjusted)   12  3.060  14.595  0.0583  
Age  4  5.244  25.005  0  
Age x Profession  48  7.134  34.016  0.016  
Within  335  235.595    
Total  399  251.035    

 
CATANOVA shows that the age is a more influential factor in level of satisfaction 

than the profession. Moreover the age effect after eliminating the profession effect is 
significant at 1 %, the profession effect after eliminating the age effect is significant at 6 %. 
So we proceed to apply the NSCA on the matrix related age effect after eliminating the 
profession effect. Of course we could carry out the NSCA of each component.  

The results of NSCA show that the first two factors explain the 97 % of variability, so 
they allow us to have a quite complete view of the dispersion of phenomenon.  

The plan produced by first two factors (Figure 1) shows that passengers who are 
less than 18 and between 41 to 65 tend to be not too satisfied, those between 18 to 25 tend 
to be pretty satisfied, those who are more than 65 and between 26 to 40 tend to end up 
either not satisfied or very satisfied. 

For Figure 1 95 % confidence circles have been included. Since the origin, which is 
associated with zero predictability of the response variable given the explanatory variables 
(ie. independence), does not lie within any of the circles, all of the categories of the age 
variable are statistically influential in helping to determine the passenger satisfaction. 

 
Figure 1. NSCA plot 
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5. Final remarks 
 
We applied CATANOVA to study if there is significant association between 

independent and dependent variables and which exploratory variables are significant to 
explain the response. 

In order to measure and visualize the strength of the asymmetrical relationship 
between the dependent and independent variables and to study which categories are 
significant to explain the response we proposed to carry out the NSCA of significant factors.  

The combined approach has been applied on the data collected in a enterprize of 
Local Public transport in Naples obtaining interesting results 

The paper focused on nominal data. In the next we will focus on ordered 
categorical variables. 
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